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We examine the validity of the pn quasiparticle RPA (pn@RPA) as a model for calculating P+
and 2vPP Gamow-Teller decays by making a comparison of the pnQRPA with a large-basis shellmodel calculation within the Of lp she11. We employ A=46 nuclei (those with six valence nucleons)
for this comparison. Our comparison includes the decay matrix elements summed over final states,
the strength distributions, and, for the first time, the coherent transition matrix elements (CTME).
The pnQRPA overestimates the total P+ and 2vPP matrix elements. There are large difFerences
in the shape of the spectra as well as in the CTME between the pn@RPA and shell-model results.
Empirical improvements for the pnQRPA are discussed.
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that the nuclear structure properties are determined by
the valence nucleons which simultaneously occupy several diferent, partially filled, single-particle states. Thus
the large-basis shell-model calculation takes into account
many multinucleon configurations.
Many experimental
data for light nuclei (A &40) can be successfully explained and even predicted by the large-basis shell-model
calculations [1, 11]. However, the dimension of the Hamiltonian matrix increases rapidly when the single-particle
basis increases and the large-basis shell model calculation becomes computationally impractical for most cases
of interest with A 60.
The pnQRPA was introduced
and
by Halbeib
Sorensen [12] and further developed by Cha [13]. In this
model, the excitations are constructed by acting twoquasiparticles creation and destruction operators on a
ground state which is given by the BCS. The dimensions
involved in the pnQRPA are relatively small so that it
can be employed to study the P and PP decays in all
nuclei. In recent years, the pnQRPA has been used to
calculate the Gamow-Teller transition strength in P and
PP in light and heavy nuclei [14—20]. Several authors
have investigated the particle-particle interaction term
which was reintroduced by Cha [13], and found that the
P+ transition matrix elements and the 2vPP decay matrix elements are sensitive to this term [13, 15]. The total
Gamow-Teller transitions strength and the 2vPP decay
matrix elements are suppressed when the strength of the
particle-particle interaction is increased [15—21].
There may be some correlations that could be important in P+ and 2vPP decay which are not included in the
pnQRPA. Therefore it is very important to examine the
validity and accuracy of the pnQRPA. These tests can
be achieved by making a comparison of the pnQRPA
and large-basis shell-model calculations in the nuclear
mass regions where the large-basis shell-model calculations are possible. The large-basis shell-model calculations include all types of correlations within a given set
of single-particle states. Comparisons are most mean-
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The beta (P) decay process was one of the first types
of radioactivity to be observed and still provides new
valuable insight into weak interactions and nuclear structure [1, 2]. Nuclear double-beta (PP) decay phenomena
is a rare transition between two nuclei of the same mass
number having a change of two units of nuclear charge. In
cases of interest, ordinary single beta decay is forbidden
because of energy conservation or because of very strong
suppression due to a large angular momentum mismatch
between the parent and daughter states. There are two
modes of double-beta decay [3—6],
2 v mode: (A, Z)
(A, Z+ 2) + 2e + 2v,
—
0 v mode: (A, Z) + (A, Z+ 2) + 2e
The first one is called two-neutrino (2v) PP decay, which
involves the emission of two antineutrinos and two electrons (2v mode), it occurs in second order in the standard weak interaction theory. Another is called neutrinoless (Ov) PP decay, which involves the emission of two
electrons and no neutrinos. This process violates the lepton number conservation and requires the neutrino to be
a Majorana particle and have a nonzero mass and/or a
nonstandard right-hand coupling [3—6]. It occurs in some
theories beyond the standard weak interaction model [3—
6]. The 2vPP decay has been observed in recent experiments [7—10], but the OvPP decay has not yet been observed.
There are two important nuclear models which have
been applied to the study of P and PP decays, the
shell model and the proton-neutron quasiparticle random
phase approximation
(pnQRPA). Present shell-model
theory, namely, the large-basis shell model [11], assumes
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ingful if the pnQRPA and shell-model calculations are
performed in the same model space and use the same

II. FORMALISM

effective interaction.
This kind of comparison for P+ decay has been made
by Lauritzen [21] for several 1sOd shell nuclei: Brown and
Zhao [22] for
Mg, Civitarese et al. [23] for zsMg, and
Auerbach et al. [24] for sMg and s Fe. Lauritzen, Auerbach, Brown, and Zhao concluded that the pnQRPA does
not include some important correlations in P+ decay and
fails to reproduce the shell-model results. But Civitarese
et al. appeared to contradict this conclusion.
In 1989, Brown and Zhao [22] made a comparison of
the pnQRPA and large-basis shell-model calculations for
hypothetical PP decay of sMg in the 180d shell. Later
Muto et al. [25] presented a similar comparison for the
PP decay of Ca. But in their work, the model spaces
of the pnQRPA and the shell model are not the same:
the former is the (1sOd + Of lp0g) shells, and the latter
is the Oflp shell only. Therefore the comparison is confused because a meaningful comparison requires that the
calculations of these models are performed in the same
model space.
In this work, we will make a comparison of the
pnQRPA and large-basis shell model within the Oflp
shell. We employ A=46 nuclei (those with six valence
nucleons) for this comparison. It is also computationally
possible to carry out the full-basis calculation [26] or the
nearly full-basis calculation
[27] for the experimentally
interesting case of Ca PP decay. However, the case of
4sCa PP decay with a semiclosed neutron shell for an
initial state is somewhat diferent from the typical PP
decay cases in heavier nuclei where both proton and neutron shells are open. Instead we concentrate here on the
case of 4sCa PP decay because both proton and neutron
shells are open, and hence it may be more representative
of the situation in heavier nuclei in which the pnQRPA
has been extensively applied and where the large-basis
shell-model calculations of the type discussed here are
computationally prohibitive. Since our large-basis shellmodel calculations are in good agreement with experiment in the case of A=48 [27], for A=46, in the absence
of actual experimental data, we will take the results of
the large-basis shell-model calculations to be equivalent
to "experiment" for the purpose of the present comparison to the pnQRPA.
Our comparison not only concentrates on the GamowTeller strength summed over all final states and/or their
distributions, but also investigates the relative singleThe state-dependent gap
particle state contributions.
equation in the BCS is used in our study. Some empirical improvements for the pnQRPA are discussed as well.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the BCS
and pnQRPA equations are developed and the coherent
transition matrix element (CTME), which describes the
single-particle state contribution to the total strength, is
introduced. Our comparison of the pnQRPA and shell
model for P and 2vPP decays is presented in Secs. III A
and IIIB, respectively.
In Sec. IV, a few possible improvements of the pnQRPA are discussed. In Sec. V, we
give the summary and conclusions. In the Appendix, the
coherent transition matrix element is discussed.

A. pnQRPA equations
We start with the equation of motion [28, 29], where the
excited eigenstates lm) are constructed from the phonon
creation operator Q~t which is defined by
lm)

= Qt

l0), and Q l0)

= 0,

for all m

where lm) and l0) are the excited eigenstates and the
physical ground state.
They satisfy the Schrodinger
equation,

Hlm) = E lm) and HlO) = Eal0).
(2)
Then one obtains the following equation of motion from
the above relations;

[H Q']IO)

= (E —Eo)Q'

Io).

Multiplying from the left with an arbitrary
form (OltIQ, we get

«l[~Q
where

]]I» = &~«l[~Q

[I.-f, Q'

state of the

Q' ]I»,

(4)

h~ = E —E0.

In order to obtain the pnQRPA equation, the phonon
creation operators in the angular momentum coupled
representation are written as [12, 13, 21]
Q~

(J, M) =

At„(pn, JM)

) [X~"At„(pn, ~M)

=

)

—Y""Q„„(pn,JM)],
(~„m„~„m„lJM)ci

(5)
ct

mp )m~

A„„(pn, JM) = ( —1) + A„„(pn, J —M),

(6)
(7)

is the quasiproton

(quasineutron) ereThe labels p/n stand for (nlj) for the
proton/neutron
single-particle states. In terms of the
spherical shell-model states, the particle and quasiparticle creation and destruction operators are related by the
Bogoliubov transformation, e.g. , for proton

where ct~„&
@ A ~m
ation operator.

c„—
u„a„+(-)
u„+ v„=

+17l e„a„,

(8)

is the proton creation
operator for the single-particle state. v2 turns out to be
the proton occupation probability.
The eigenvalue hw
and the forward- and backward-going amplitudes X and
Y are obtained by solving the pnQRPA equation

where

1, and

l
B* -A*) l(xll
( Y)
with the orthogonality

a~

-(„(x
Y

(9)

relation

) [x~"x"",—Y~"Y"", =s

(10)

B

are explicitly given by

]

pn

The matrix elements A and
[12,13,15,21]
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gJun''n' = (QRPAl [Ap„(pn, JM), [H, At„(p'n', JM)]] QRPA)
= (BCSl [Ap„(pn, JM), [H, At„(p'n', JM)]] lBCS)
l

= (E„+E„)6„„b'„„+(H,"", )„'„„,„,,
uJpnp'n' = (QRPAl [Ap„(pn, JM), [H, Ap„(p'n', JM)]] lQRPA)
= (BCSl[Ap„(pn, JM), [H, Ap„(p'n', JM)]]lBCS)
pnp'n'

~

with
(H22 ) ~ i~i

J
(G )p~pi~r
pn

= gpp ~ i~i(v»v~llp~v~l + vpv~vp~'U~i) + gph vv ~ i~i (upv~upI'V~I + vpu~vp~B~~),
J
= gppVp~pi~i(vpll~vplv~~
+ vpv~Bp~U~~) —gphWp~pi~I(vpQ~llp~'U~~ + ZLp'U~vp~Q~~),
v

where lQRPA) is the QRPA ground state. The quasiproton and quasineutron energies E„and E„and occupation
factors u, v are obtained by solving the BCS equation in
Sec. II B. The matrix elements of the particle-particle (V)
and particle-hole (W) interaction are related by Pandya

+i„+i

( I)i&+i

x

) (2J'+ 1)

~.", ~.",

)

B(GT )

B. BCS equations
In the BCS approximation, the quasiproton energies
probabilities vp, and pairing gaps Ap are
given by [30]

, )V~',

&(GT) =

J

l

2J, ((J ll«IIJ;))',

J = 1+ and

J, = 0+ in
M (GT) = (J llotll J, ),

where

=)

M-«T') =

E„=
V

(pllolln)(X" upv„+Y""vpu ),

=

).

2jp'
2jp

—A )2+ Ap2)

+~
J=O
+ 1 u„v„V„„=„„,

where A~ is the proton Fermi energy, e'p is the single proton energy and V» &~„l is the proton two-body interaction. The above equations are solved with the constraint
for the total proton number

=

) (2j„ + 1)v„,

(25)

A . A similar set of the equations is solved for neutrons. The single proton energies
zp are related to the bare single-particle proton energies
s„at the closed shell by addition of the rearrangement
terms I'&

to determine the constant

(26)
where

for M (GT) in the pnQRPA can

(&Ilolln)OBTD(J»n m, i)QRpA,

(22)

(

2=

I'„=

M (GT)

—A )2+6~,

(18)

-) .&pllolln)(~"";~. + &""~p~.).

The above equations
be rewritten as,

(sp

(sp

our example. We denote

where 0 is the Pauli spin operator. The isospin operator t can be the raising or lowering operator, t+ or t
corresponding to P+ and P Gamow-Teller transitions,
respectively. In the pnQRPA, one obtains

(GT )

(21)

E„, occupation

In order to discuss the results as a function of the strength
associated with each part of the interaction, the multiplicative factors gpss and g» are conventionally introduced for the particle-particle and particle-hole, respectively. They are both equal to unity in the standard
pnQRPA theory.
The charge-exchange transition matrix elements of the
Gamow-Teller operator between the ground state J, )
and the excited state
) are given by
l

satisfy the sum rule,

over all final states,

transformation,
PA)P A

J,
—) B(GT+) = 3(K —Z).

(13)
(14)

(20)

where the OBTD(p, n, m, i) qRpA is a one-body transition
The Gamow-Teller matrix elements summed
density.

+',) (1+ ) (2J+ l)V„„„p
) (2J+ 1)V„„,„„(27)
(2j„ + 1) )

'j.

happ

)v„,

v~

The Erst term refers to like particle correction and the
second term to unlike particle correction. The rearrangement term for s„has the same form but with the p/n
The BCS Eqs. (22) —(25) plus the
indices interchanged.
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rearrangement terms can be solved iteratively.
We note that the input ingredients
in the BCS
IEqs. (9)—(14)] and the pn@RPA [Eqs. (22) —(27)], in our
formalism, are consistent with those in the shell model,
namely, the bare single particle energies e at the closed
shell and two-body interaction matrix elements V, I, &.
The Coulomb shift is taken into account in both s(ell
model and pn@RPA in our comparison [31].

C. B(GT)

=

)

calculations

(pllo

lln)oBTD(p, n, m, i)sM,

(J~ll

i)sM

COBTD(p, n, i)

(28)

" g a„]~J J;).
/26J+ I

la+

=

II

B(GT)

)

= (pllolln)COBTD(p,

2

P)A

2ap(n}

CTME(p, n, i)

=

)

IJ

)

+

)IJ;)

(30)

&

transitions in our example,
= 1.
and

6J

= ll+), IJ,") = IO,+)

we

D. The coherent transition matrix elements
The B(GT) spectrum itself lacks information about
the single-particle state contributions in the chargeexchange process, because we sum over all single-particle
state components p, n in Eqs. (18)—(20) for the pnQRPA
and Eq. (28) for the shell model. Therefore, we introduce
new quantities which can describe such single-particle
state contributions to the total strength. We define the
density (COBTD) as

M~(GT)OBTD(p, n, m, i),

n, i).

(32)

The COBTD and CTME are a function of the singleAll final states (m) are
particle state components.
summed up in Eq. (31). The relation between the total B(GT) and the CTME is given by

)

(J;Ia„+( )ap(

coherent one body tra-nsition

where M~(GT) is given by Eq. (17). The OBTD is
given by Eqs. (29) and (20) for the shell model and the
pnQRPA, respectively. Also the coherent transition matrix element (CTME) is defined by

CTME(p, n, i)

v„(„)(SM) =

have

where

OBTD(p»m

The shell model wave function IJ ) and IJ, ) as well
as OBTD(p, n, m, i)sM are calculated with the oxBAsH
shell-model code [32]. The proton (neutron) occupation
probabilities in the shell model are given by

For the Gamow-Teller
in shell-model

In the shell-model calculation, the Gamow- Teller
strength is equal to the product of one-body transition
density and single particle matrix element [1], and the
matrix element M in Eq. (17) is expressed by

M (GT)

47

B(GT).

(33)

m

In the Appendix, we will discuss the derivation of the
CTME. The CTME are very useful for observing the microscopic structure of the total (coherent) Gamow-Teller
strength which is dependent only upon the structure of
the initial state, and this is the first work in which the
CTME from the pn@RPA and large-basis shell model are
compared.

E. Formalism of 2vPP decay
the (intermediate
In the shell-model calculations,
state) energy dependent matrix element is defined by

states, E, is the intial state energy, To/2 is the Q value
of pp decay, and m, c is the electron mass. The total
+
matrix element for 2vpp is given by MGT = MGT(& —
oo). The closure matrix element is defined by

BCLS(& )

=

) .(Jf II«

II

J )(J

II«

II

m=1

The

total

BcLs(E

J

matrix

~ oo).

element

is

In our example,

given

J;)
by

(35)

BcLs

J, = 0,+, Jf —0f,

and A: =1+.
'
A:
In the pnQRPA calculations, the PP formulas become
more complicated because the summation in Eqs. (34)
and (35) involves the product of two transition matrix
elements and each one contains the intermediate states
of the intermediate nucleus. Of course, in the shell model,
the intermediate states in the two transition matrix elements are the same. But in the pn@RPA, we recognize
that the intermediate states in the two transition matrix elements are different. They depend on which parent nucleus is being considered. Thus a problem arises
that the intermediate states resulting from the two different pn@RPA calculations are not orthogonal. Of course,
they should be the same physically. In order to solve
such a mismatch problem, one can introduce an overlap
matrix element between any two intermediate states JI,
and JI, , [17, 19],
(Xic'

Xa

Yic

Yic

)

pn

where EI, are the excitation energies of the intermediate

where k, A, " denote two states with eigenvectors (X, Y)
and (X, Y), which are constructed from intial and final

..
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states, respectively [17,19,33]. Obviously, if (X, Y) and
(X, Y) are identical, then we have (JP JA, , = 6gk [see
Eq. (10)]. With the overlap matrix element, Eqs. (34)—
(36) can be rewritten as

I

I

I

&«s(E

)

II

I

I

I

1

I

I

I

I

I

pnQRPA

&

II~+&(1~

I

I
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shell model

t Ilo+
(37)

=).

&0~+II« III~+&(1~+11~+&(Ia+ II« IIo+&

k, k'

(38)
We note that there is some arbitrariness
EI.„or Eg~ in the energy denominator.

to the choice of

0

I

I

FIG. 1.
B(GT+, E

I

I

= E( Sc, 1+ ) —E( Ti, O';)

E

III. COMPARISON OF THE

I

I

I

—5

10

of the Gamow- Teller strength
Sc as a function of the
Sc 1+
excitation energies relative to the Ti ground state.

pnQRPA
AND SHELL MODEL

sum

Running

Ti

) for

~

A. Comparison for P decay
In this subsection, we compare the results between
the pn@RPA and large-basis shell model for P+ decay
of sTi and P decay of 4 Ca. The model space is
the full oflp shell and the effective interaction used is
MSOBEP [34]. In this interaction the single-particle en8.388, —6.459, —1.897, and —4.478
ergies at A=41 are —
MeV for the Of7y2, 1psy2, 0fsy2, and 1piy2 orbitals, respectively. MSOBEP means that a modified-surface oneboson-exchange potential was used. This potential contains central as well as tensor and spin-orbit components.
The fitted interaction (six of the potential strengths as
well as the four single-particle energies were adjusted) reproduces the binding energies and excitation energies of
the low-lying excited states of nuclei with A=41 —49 with
an rms deviation of 176 keV.
In the BCS equations given by Sec. IIB, the pairing
terms are state
gaps and single-particle rearrangement
dependent and are self-consistently calculated. In Tables I and II, the BCS single-particle energies with the
addition of rearrangement terms, quasiparticle energies,
pairing gaps, and occupation probabilities of 4sTi and
4sCa are presented. The proton pairing gaps are about
40'Po less than those obtained from the empirical formula

6„=12A

We define the running

&(GT+

sum as

.((I~+II«+Ilo+&)'
=). II« '))

E-) = )

m

a(GT-, E

)

((I&

llo,

The total B(GT+) and total B(GT ) are given by

2 present
the B(GT+, E~) and
as a function of the 4sSc 1+ excitation
Ca ground
energy E~ corresponding to the 6Ti and
state, respectively. The pnQRPA and shell-model results
are shown by dashed and solid lines, respectively.
The dimensions in our large-basis shell-model calculations are 24, 1514, and 2042 for the Ca ground state,
the 4sSc 1+ excitations, and the sTi ground state, respectively.
Figure 1 shows three major diKerences between the
results of the pn@RPA and the shell model in the P+
Gamow-Teller strength: (i) the pn@RPA calculation does

Figures

1 and

B(GT, E~)

J

Ti, proton and neutron single particle energies e, (MeV), gap parameters
occupation probabilities v, and quasiparticle energies E, (BCS) (MeV) from BCS, the
shell-madel E, (SM) and v, (SM). (See text. ) The Fermi energies obtained from the BCS calculation
are —12.968 MeV and —10.868 MeV for proton and neutron, respectively.

&fr]2
V@3/2

&f5y2
vga/2

E~ —+

OO.

TABLE I. For

&Pl /2

(4o)

k=1

4, (MeV),
Level
&f7)2
~73/2
~f5y2

(39)

k=1

V2

—12.234
—8. 194
—5.739
—5.994

E, (BCS)

E, (SM)

v,'(SM)

1.206
0.911
1.314
0.874

0.239
0.009
0.008
0.004

1.412
4.861

1.412

0.187
0.078
0.022
0.031

—10.809
—6.852
—4.044
—4.553

1.447
1.104
1.574
1.069

0.480
0.018
0.013
0.007

1.448
4. 164
7.003
6.405

7.347
7.028

4.305
6.845
6.431

1.414
3.336
6.099
5.564

0.404
0.092
0.054
0.040
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TABLE II. For Ca, neutron single particle energies s, (MeV), gap parameters A, (MeV),
and occupation probabilities v; and quasineutron energies E, (MeV) from BCS, the shell-model
E, (SM), v, (SM) (see text). The neutron Fermi energy is —8.712 MeV.
Level
&f7)2

—9.395
—5.507
—3.354
—3.107

&g3/2

&fs/2
&71/2

1.347
1.042
1.455
1.026

V2

E,

E, (SM)

v, (SM)

0.726
0.025
0.013
0.008

1.510
3.370

1.700
3.343
6.377
5.830

0.703

not give sufficient suppression for the total B(GT+); (ii)
the energies of the first excited state in the two models dier by about 6 MeV; (iii) the strength distribuThe shell-model
tions in two models are mismatched.
Gamow-Teller strength is mainly concentrated at its lowexcitation energy, but in the pnQRPA, the strength distribution is much broader.
The coherent transition matrix elements (CTME) defined by Sec. II D are given in Table III for the pnQRPA
and shell model (see columns A and E). There are significant difFerences between the two models. Most importantly, the CTME values in the pnQRPA and shell model
have the opposite sign for the f7y2
fr~a
For 4sCa, there is no valence proton in the Of 1p shell
(i.e. , v„= 0), so the matrix B in the pnQRPA is zero and
the pnQRPA reduces to the pnQTDA, where the amplitudes Y are equal to zero. In this case, the P+ transition
strength of 4sCa vanishes and the total B(GT ) strength
is equal to 18 because of the sum rule Eq. (21). In Fig.
2, the first 1+ eigenvalue of the pnQRPA difFers by about
5 MeV from that of the shell model.

~

B. Comparison

for 2vPP decay

In this subsection, we compare the results of the
pnQRPA and large-basis shell model for the 2vPP of
Ca. In this case, the initial (final) nucleus has 0 (2)
protons and 6 (4) neutrons in the 0 1p shell. The doublebeta decay matrix elements MGT and/or Bci,s consist
of the virtual decay routes, P and P+ decays. Their

f

5.552
5.698

0.016

Gamow-Teller strengths in the pnQRPA and shell model
were presented and discussed in the last section.
In Figs. 3 and 4, we present the running sum of matrix
element Bci,s(E~) and MGT(E~) as a function of the
1+ excitation energies corresponding to the Ca ground
state. The excitation energies are obtained from the
pnQRPA calculation for sCa
Sc, and are employed
to evaluate the energy denominator in Eq. (37), but the
first 1+ state in the pnQRPA is shifted to the position
of the first 1+ state in the shell model in order to use
a consistent energy denominator to calculate MGT(E )
In practice, the first 1+ state in the 2vPP calculation is
chosen by using the experimental value [27, 35, 36]. (In
our case, the shell model and experiment are essentially
the same for the position of the lowest 1+ state energy. )
Qualitatively the pnQRPA and shell-model show a
similar shape. There is a cancellation between the matrix
elements in the low- and high-lying states. The magnitudes, however, are very difFerent. We find the pnQRPA
does not provide enough suppression for total MGT and
BcLs, which are about three to four times larger than
those in the large-basis shell-model calculation.
The
largest difFerence in the matrix elements are shown in
the low-lying states between the two models. For example, the first MGT(Ei) and Bci,s(Ei) are almost 5 times
larger than the corresponding shell-model results. In the
pnQRPA, the first B(GT ) and B(GT+) are dominated
by the transition f7g2
f7g2, but in the shell model, this
transition contributes only about 50%.
Finally, in Eqs. (37) and (38), we can also calculate
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TABLE III. Comparison of the coherent transition matrix elements (CTME) obtained in the
pnQRPA, "hybrid" pnQRPA, and shell-model calculations of Ti. A: CTME in the pn@RPA with
BCS occupation and quasiparticle energies; B: CTME in the pnQRPA with BCS occupation and
SM quasiparticle energies; C: CTME in the pnQRPA with SM occupation and BCS quasiparticle
energies; D: CTME in the pnQRPA with SM occupation and quasiparticle energies; E: CTME in
shell model.

jp~ J~

B
0.088
1.706
0.000
0.000
0.009
-0.391
0.000

A

~ f7/~
~ fs/2
P3/2 ~ P3/2
ps/2 ~ fs/2
P3/2 ~ P1/2
fs/2 ~ f7/2
fs/2 ~ ps/2
fs/2 ~ fs/2
P1/2 ~ P3/2
P1/2 ~ g1/2

0.108

f7/2
f7/2

1.641
0.005
0.000
0.011
-0.325
0.000
-0.002
-0.006
0.000

-0, 003
-0.010
0.000

the 2vPP decay matrix elements by projecting the 1+
excitations from 4sca P decay onto ones from 4sTi P+
decay and using the corresponding energy denominators.
The results are similar to those discussed above.

C. Sensitivity to the particle-particle

interaction

Since the B(GT+) strength and 2vPP decay matrix elements BCLs and MGT are more sensitive to g» than to
g„h, , we will set g„h, = 1 and discuss the dependence on
g». In Fig. 5, the B(GT+) spectra with various g„„values are presented. We find the pnQRPA results are very
sensitive to g„„, in agreement with the previous conclusions [13,15,21]. The total shell-model B(GT+) is repro1.4, but the shapes
duced by the pnQRPA with
of the strength distributions of two models are totally

g„„=

diferent.
When g„„ increases beyond a certain value,
est eigenvalue becomes the imaginary and the
equation collapses. It means that the pnQRPA
no longer a valid model. Around this g», the
gives unrealistic large amplitudes X and Y.

the lowpnQRPA
theory is
equation

C

D

0.011
1.187
0.199
0.000
0.202
-0.353
0.000
0.016
0.028
0.010

-0.070

E
-0.308

1.223
0.].91
0.000
0.206
-0.433
0.000
0.012
0.015
0.011

1.431
0.014
0.000
0.139
-0.319
0.000
0.024
-0.020
0.002

In Figs. 6 and 7, we present MGT(E ) and Bcz,s(E )
with respect to various g» values. The particle-particle
interaction suppresses the total matrix elements in agreement with previous studies [16—19]. If the particleparticle channel is shut off (g» —0), the cancellation of
Bgi, s(E ) between the low- and high-lying excitations
disappears. However, the cancellation emerges and becomes stronger as g„„ is increased.

IV. PHENOMENOLOGICAL

IMPROVEMENTS

OF pnQRPA
We now investigate various ways to understand and
then improve the agreement between the pnQRPA and
the large-basis shell model.
As we alluded in the last section, the B(GT+) strength
in the pnQRPA is spread out compared with the shell
model result. This is partly related to the fact that the
1~+ excitations constructed from the
Ti ground state in
the pnQRPA do not have good isospin. The sTi ground
state has isospin T = 1. The P Gamow-Teller decay
can go to the excitations with T =0, 1, and 2. The
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various

P+ Gamow-Teller decay only go to the excitations with

T =2. In the shell model, the excited states with various
T are, of course, independent. However, in the pnQRPA,

the energy spectra of the I+~ states in both P and P+
are exactly the same. The P and P+ Gamow-Teller
strengths are diferent due to the various combination of
the Ã and Y amplitudes [Eqs. (18) and (19)j. The consequence of this is that the lowest 1+ state in P+ which
should be pure T = 2 is (due to the spurious isospin mixing) mainly from the T = 0 1+ state and hence is much
to low in energy. But the 1+, states constructed from the
4sCa ground state have much better isospin because the
P+ Gamow-Teller decay is forbidden in the Oflp shell.
Thus we project the I+~ states obtained in the 4sTi P+
calculation onto the 1+, states obtained in the 4sCa P
calculation and redefine the M~(GT+) in Eq. (17) as

i

I

10

I

= E("Sc,2+)—E(

15
Ca, OQ

FIG. 8. Running sum of B(GT+, Z ) in the pnQRPA, in
which we project B(GT+) onto the excitations constructed
from
Ca P decay.
the B(GT+) strength distribution is now in much better
agreement with the shell model. The CTME given
Table III do not change significantly.
Another empirical improvement might be achieved by
using some shell-model quasiparticle energies and/or occupation probabilities in the pnQRPA. These types of
the modified models are called "hybrid" pnQRPA.
Now we introduce the shell-model quasiparticle energies. Since the BCS quasiparticle energies can be understood as the lowest excited energies of the odd nucleus [28, 30], one may appropriately analyze the odd nucleus energy spectra in the shell-model calculations, and
find those excited states which are qualitatively equivalent to the single quasiparticle E~ excitations. For example, the shell-model quasineutron energies of sTi can be
obtained as follows: the one-particle transfer amplitudes
are calculated between the
Ti ground state and the
Ti excited states = 7/2 (or 3/2, 5/2, and 1/2 ).
The eigenvalue of the state which has the largest overlap
in one-particle transfer is considered as the shell-model
quasineutron energy Ef, ~, (or Ez,
&, , and E„, , ).
The shell-model occupation probabilities are defined by
Eq. (30). The shell-model occupation probabilities and
quasiparticle energies for proton and neutron of 46Ti are
given in the Table I and compared with the BCS results.
The calculations for three types of "hybrid" pnQRPA
are shown in Fig. 9. The dashed line is the pnQRPA
with BCS occupations and shell-model quasiparticle energies. The dotted line is the pnQRPA with shell-model
occupations and BCS quasiparticle energies. The dotdashed line is the pnQRPA with shell-model occupations and quasiparticle energies. One Ands that the total
B(GT+) strength is suppressed in the "hybrid" pnQRPA.
That is 2. 187 in the pnQRPA, 1.959 in the "hybrid"
pnQRPA with the shell-model quasiparticle energies and
the BCS occupation probabilities, 1.687 in the "hybrid"
pnQRPA with the BCS quasiparticle energies and the
shell-model occupation probabilities, and 1.335 in the
"hybrid" pnQRPA with the shell-model quasiparticle energies and the occupation probabilities.
The latter is
close to 0.928 obtained for the total B(GT+) in the large-

J

ml

(J,

where the projection factor
IJ~) is given by Eq.
(36). The running sum B(GT, E~) for the redefined
M~(GT+) is shown in Fig. 8. We find that the shape of
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basis shell model.
The "hybrid" models have not improved the strength
distribution.
But comparing to the shape of the spectrum of the pnQRPA with g„„= 1.4 in Fig. 1, the "hybrid" pnQRPA with the shell-model parameters (the dotdashed line in Fig. 9) still keeps a reasonable shape. In
the "hybrid" pnQRPA, the position of the 1+ state almost remains the same; i.e. , it still differs by 6 MeV from
the shell-model calculation.
The CTME values of the "hybrid" pnQRPA are presented in columns B, C, and D of Table III. The CTME in
column B are obtained by using the shell-model quasiparticle energies and the BCS occupation probabilities in the
pnQRPA. We find that the difference between columns B
and E is decreased only for the transitions f7~q
f7~q,
but the CTME in other transitions become worse or remain the same. The CTME values in column C, using the
BCS quasiparticle energies and the shell-model occupation probabilities, and column D, using the shell-model
quasiparticle energies and the occupation probabilities,
present a similar behavior. The CTME in the transition f7yq
f7yq now have the same sign as those in
+ pl~2
column E. The CTME for the transition p3~2 —
and fs~2
fs~q have been improved over those in the
pnQRPA. But other CTME values become worse compared to those in the pnQRPA.
We compare the occupation factors between the BCS
and shell-model in Table I and find in order to reproduce shell-model occupation factors, the pairing gap in
the BCS equation should be unrealistically increased to
around 4 MeV [21]. It requires a very strong and unrealistically effective interaction. The present BCS gaps are
around 1 MeV.
Encouraged by the successes of the improvements of
the pnQRPA we also consider the use of "hybrid" models for the PP decay matrix elements. The shell-model
quasiparticle energies and occupation probabilities for
the initial and final nuclei are given in Table I and Table II. In Fig. 10, the solid line is from the shell model,
the dashed line is from using the shell-model quasiparticle energies in the pnQRPA, the dotted line from using
the shell-model occupation numbers, and the dash-dotted
line from using shell-model quasiparticle and occupation

~
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sum

of Bcr.s(E ) in the "hybrid"

probabilities. We find that the "hybrid" pnQRPA cannot give enough suppression for total BgLS to reproduce
the shell-model results. One may conclude the "hybrid"
models do not work well for 2vPP decay.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The nuclear shell model and the pnQRPA equation are
very important nuclear structure theories for studying P
and PP decays. But the approach of these two models is
different. Many or all types of many-body correlations
are taken into account in the large-basis shell-model calculations. The pnQRPA is an approximate model, which
includes only some special classes of the correlations. The
goal of this paper was to examine the validity and accuracy of the pnQRPA for P+ and PP processes. The
examination is achieved by making a comparison of the
pnQRPA and the large-basis shell-model calculations in
the Of 1p shell.
In Sec. II, the BCS and pnQRPA have been developed. The input ingredients in the BCS and pnQRPA
are the same as those in the shell model, namely, the
bare single-particle energies at the closed shell and twobody interaction matrix elements. Therefore there is no
free parameter for both models in our comparison. The
coherent transition matrix elements (CTME) are introduced for analysis of the single-particle state contributions in P decay. In Sec. III, we have investigated the
accuracy of the pnQRPA approach to P and PP decays.
Comparisons of the pnQRPA and large-basis shell-model
calculations for nuclei with A=46 have been made. Our
comparisons have shown the pnQRPA overestimates the
total B(GT+) and PP decay matrix elements, and there
are large discrepancies in the shapes of the strength distributions between the pnQRPA and shell-model calculations. The CTME of the pnQRPA are also in poor
agreement with those of the shell model. Thus we may
conclude there must be some correlations which are important to P and 2vPP decay but have not been included
in the pnQRPA.

FIG. 9. Running sum of the Gamow- Teller strength
B(GT+, R ) in the "hybrid" pnQRPA.

Two types of empirical improvement for the pnQRPA
in Sec. IV. One was to project the P+

were suggested
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energy spectra onto the P spectra in order to have relatively good isospin. The shape of the strength distribution after projection is close to the shell-model result.
Another was the "hybrid" pn@RPA, which was obtained
by using the shell-model occupation probabilities and
the shell-model quasiparticle energies in the pn@RPA.
About 50'%%uo suppressions are found for the total B(GT+)
strength. The shape of the B(GT+) distribution has not
been improved but it is more reasonable than that in the
pnQRPA with larger g„„values B.ut for 2vPP decay, we
find the "hybrid" pn@RPA does not work very well. The
Gamow-Teller P+ strength and double-beta decay matrix
element in medium and heavy nuclei will continue to be
a challenge for nuclear structure models.

Mf,

=

9017077.

In this Appendix, we will introduce and discuss the
coherent one-body transition density and coherent transition matrix element. In the second-quantization
formalism, the one-body operator can be expressed by

) (n]F[P)at ap,

]

C)

where Nc is the normalization
by

Then we

~

) .(nlFI&)(fla'a~]i).

factor which is determined

= N,'(i]FtF~i)
= Nc (ilF'If)(f IF]&)
f
have

(C~C)

).

(A5)

~

(A6)

Ef (flFl&)'

The transition matrix element between the coherent
state and initial state is

(~IF li) = N&(ilFtFli)
=No ) (ilF'lf)(f IF]i)
f
= Nc
Mf, SP ME(o) OBTD

(A2)

)f

(o, f, i)

o,

)
=)

=

SPME(o)COBTD(o, i)

0

(AI)

where ]n) and P) are the single-particle states. The transition matrix element between the initial state ~i) and the
final state [f) is given by

= (f IF]&) =

(A3)

= Nc F[i),

(xP

MX'

f, i),

.

APPENDIX

F=

SPME(o)OBTD(o,

where o represents the single-particle states.
Now we introduce a coherent state [C) which is defined
by
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CTME(o, i).

(A7)

body-

where the COBTD and CTME are the coherent one
transition density and coherent transition matrix element
which are defined by

COBTD(o, i)

= Nc

)f

Mf, OBTD(o, f, i)
(A8)

(n~F[P) is called the single-particle matrix element
(SPME) which is only related to the single-particle states
[n) and ~P). (f]at ap]t') is called the one-body transition
density (OBTD), which is the function of the initial and
final states as well as the single-particle states ~n) and
[P). Then Eq. (A2) can be rewritten as

The COBTD and CTME are a function of the singleparticle state and initial state. It represents the singleparticle state effects in the total transition strength and
depends only on the structure of the initial state.
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